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Birkens tock x Valentino Garavani collaboration. Image credit: Valentino

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Italian fashion house Valentino is working with footwear manufacturer Birkenstock on a special collection.

The high-fashion label has transformed Birkenstock's iconic Arizona sandal into a Valentino look. While sporting
the same design as the classic sandal, its  coloring and design screams Valentino.

Birkenstock in red
The two brands are each exciting the portion of their audiences that intersect with their collaboration.

Birkenstock x Valentino Garavani comes to life with two special designs of the Arizona sandal, one in a Valentino's
iconic red and another in black with "Valentino" fashioned on the side in white.

The leather slides in rouge retail for $460, while the black are priced at $495.

A campaign that spans stills  and video, shot by photographer Roe Ethridge in New York, features models Lili Sumner
and Ryan McGinley.

A short film depicts the two opening and closing doors of a classic luxury car to reveal the redesigned Birkenstocks
numerous times. Other shorts show the pair getting in and out of the car themselves while wearing the sandals.
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View this post on Instagram

 

Throughout the streets of Brooklyn, @ryanmcginleystudios and @lilisumner were shot by @roeethridge for the
release of #BirkenstockXValentinoGaravani, featuring two unique styles for men and women. Discover both at
the link in bio.

A post shared by Valentino (@maisonvalentino) on Jun 25, 2019 at 9:35am PDT

Instagram post from Valentino

Stills  supporting the campaign feature the two models in various looks along with both designs of the Birkenstocks
throughout New York nearby the same car.

The fashion label has taken a shine to New York in recent campaigns.

Valentino recently leveraged the amateur style of a popular Instagram account to harness an authentic campaign for
a new bag.

Ranging in price from $845 to $3,295, Valentino's new VRing bag collection is taking a personal approach to a
campaign. The various pieces of the collection are shown off in a series of seemingly nonprofessional
photographs, featuring only individuals' hands while riding the subway, in line with the account @SubwayHands
(see story).
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